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Executive Summary

Since 2013, EnDev is active in promoting a market for solar lamps in Liberia. Collaborating
with the government agency RREA, EnDev works towards empowering retailers (who have
capital to buy substantial quantity of lamps) and sales agents (who have almost no capital and
get lamps from retailer), improve marketing and sales strategies and generate as well as share
knowledge, skills and expertise to enhance solar lamp retailing and repairing. During the
Ebola crisis, EnDev helped distributing solar lamps donated as humanitarian assistance, while
market developing activities were interrupted.
To better understand the current situation, explore perspectives, challenges and opportunities
a Design Thinking approach was used preparing strategies to lead forward towards Pico PV
market development. Interviews, group discussions and a survey were used on demand side
(farmers in rural Liberia) as well as on supply side (retailers and sales agents of solar lamps),
showing high interest in solar lamps among farmers, yet difficulties to pay the relatively high
costs of high quality lamps. Retailers and sales agents struggle with high transportation costs,
lack of awareness among customers and problems of pre-financing or not getting money back
when giving out lamps on commission or on credit.
1. Based on lessons learned, input from the retailers and sales agents and brainstorming
in the EnDev team, four main strategic elements were identified that are combined or
persued more separately:
2. Invite NGOs to empower sales agents in rural areas and find best practices for
marketing and selling
3. Strengthen retailers and sales agents with marketing strategies, e.g. flyers, a radio
show and/or solar powered movies with publicity for solar lamps,
4. Information and knowledge sharing: publish information on a website, provide
trainings for solar lamp repair, compile and share lessons learned
5. “Renewables Liberia” - Promoting an Association so that solar lamp retailers and
sales agents can work together to create synergies
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Introduction

Most people in rural Liberia have no access to electricity and become interested in solar
lamps, once they see them or learn about them. There is not yet much awareness or
availability of high quality solar lamps, and only few persons sell them in the rural and most
remote rural areas.
The World Bank project Lighting lives in Liberia (LLL) imports solar lamps through
Government´s Rural and Renewable Energy Agency (RREA) and supplies as well as
supports (e.g. small loans, marketing support) selected business people, who can afford
buying larger quantities of lamps and thus became solar lamp retailers.

Since 2013, EnDev assists in developing a market for Pico PV solar lamps and has been
working in the lamp sector in steady cooperation largely with the RREA. Through the Ebola
crisis in the middle of 2014 the built-up market segments basically fully fell apart and EnDev
received solar lamp donations (>10.000) to distribute to needy people during the crisis.

Now, RREA and EnDev jointly work to recover the market momentum for PICO Photo
Voltaic (Pico PV). A key task is to empower business persons to sell the lamps throughout
Liberia. RREA gives out the imported solar lamps to retailers who invest at least 1000USD in
buying solar lamps, EnDev complements this focusing to empower business people (with not
enough capital to become a retailer (to sell solar lamps and generate income as sales agents.
While retailers buy the lamps mainly from RREA, sales agents buy the lamps from a retailer
or get the lamps on commission.
In addition to supporting retailers and sales agents, EnDev helps to improve marketing and
sales strategies. A core focus of EnDev is to increase awareness, knowledge and skills that
contribute to success in solar lamp retailing and repairing.

However, a final conclusion on how to best develop the Liberian market for Pico PV is still
worked upon. It is thus important to better understand the current situation, explore various
perspectives, challenges and opportunities to decide on next steps to lead forward. This was
done using the approach of Design Thinking1.

Design thinking combines various analytic and creative tools to systematically move from
understanding a situation (“What is?“) to coming to a multitude of various ideas (“what if?”).
These ideas are then sorted out to find those that most likely fit with the target group, the
implementer and the context (“what wows?”), which are then developed as prototypes and
tested in learning launches (“what works?”).

Particularly, the Design Thinking approach outlined in Liedtka, J. & Ogilvie, T. (2011).
Designing for Growth: a design thinking tool kit for managers. New York: Columbia
University Press and the Field book by the same authors.
1
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This report summarizes findings and reflections of this process applied to the Pico PV market
in Liberia. After giving a short overview of EnDevs past activities in the sector, the situation
is explored with survey, group discussions and in-depth interviews with various actors on the
demand and supply sides. Based on these data, further reflections and brainstorming sessions,
four conceptual elements were identified and refined. The section “Next steps towards Pico
PV market development” outline some strategic elements that empower persons to become
solar lamp sales agents, to find successful marketing and sales strategies, and to increase
knowledge and skills, that contribute towards solar lamp retailing.

The four stages and key questions of Design Thinking. The lines symbolize how tools change to alternate
between diverging and converging in thinking and concept development. Source: Liedtka, J. & Ogilvie, T.
(2011). Designing for Growth: a design thinking tool kit for managers. New York: Columbia University
Press.
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EnDev activities for Pico PV market 2013 to 2016

Since 2013, EnDev has been active to promote Pico PV solar lamps. The timeline below in
table 1 outlines the various activities until March 2016.
Table 1: Time line for EnDev activities with solar lamps in Liberia
Date

2013

Since April
2014
June 2014

June 2014/

Activities
-EnDev starts collaborating with RREA
-EnDev organized 5 day Workshop on solar lamps and solar lamp repairing
at Cape Hotel for stakeholders involved in solar lamp activities, in particular
solar lamp retailers.
-D-Light and Forsera lamps are shown and distributed to different
stakeholders (SOS a. o.)
-Cooperation with RREA: Cooperation on selection and increase of eligible
lamp producers (originally only 3), eligible lamp models (originally only 3),
retailers (originally only 3) and sales agents;
-Cooperation on due diligence of retailers and retailer applicants (including
discussion and determination of formal criteria, soft criteria, visit and
agreement on selection of all potential and actual retailers):
-Cooperation on administrative procedure and monitoring process of lamps
sales
-EnDev supports RREA/WB with personnel assistance within RREA,
sending a solar engineer working 70% in RREA office for 4 months.
Support to one production company, its local and international staff to build
assembly line; PPP and other financing options; preparation of company
creation;
-EnDev organized 1 day “Solar Liberia Workshop” and “Market Place” for
all retailers in collaboration with RREA about solar energy and stoves at
Stella Maris university campus;
(Political meeting with representatives from ministries, private sector,
NGOs, aid agencies, embassies – 150 participants – with strong TV, radio,
newspaper, media response)
-EnDev organized 2 day solar workshop and market place with practical
repair of any type of solar PV lamps in Stella Maris University; objective
was to give information about different faults, and simple repair, measuring
and monitoring tools, different batteries, panel faults and exposures; as well
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June 2014

July 2014

operation, building and testing of fuel saving Red Fire (coal) Pot on
campus); 60 participants (private sector, students, universities)
-Endev co-organized workshop with RREA at Golden Gate Hotel “Lighting
Lives in Africa”, with producers and retailers; 120 Participants
- Participation at marketing seminar of CARD for sales agents
- EnDev built a small solar lamp exhibition in the WHH (German Agro
Action) office (pre- and during Ebola) and in Congo Town (post-Ebola)
with most relevant lamp models for exhibition and testing;
-Solar Workshop in WHH Conference Building on solar technology, system
sizing and some major operational principles
-Workshop at Stella Maris to determine the different light demands in
particular for schools under a set of different room sizes, pupil numbers,
room heights and other circumstances
-preparation of strategy and negotiation on cooperation of lamp retailing
sub-contract with the NGO “building markets”
- Niwa lamp import, distribution to retailers and marketing test of samples
with all retailers.

EBOLA
Outbreak

-The outbreak of Ebola (crises lastet about 15-18 months) leads to a
practical full break down of the rising solar lamp market. . Large parts of the
economy are changed into an emergency, donation and “Stop-Ebola”
economy.
October
EnDev receives >10 000 pieces of Waka-Waka lamps to donate to ease the
2014
Ebola effects;
- December -Identification of suitable NGOs and Ebola victims for Waka Waka lamp
2014
distribution during Ebola: EnDev gives out Waka-Waka lamps to
institutions that then donate these to affected families. Liberia Center for
Leadership development, Ministry of Gender and Development, Save the
Children International, Christian Association for Regional Development,
CARD , Ministry of Commerce and Industry, International Rescue
Committee, CARD Liberia, Zoa , UNFPA , Project Concern International,
others;
December
2014

EnDev gets 1000 lamps from Ebola relief funds that can as well be used for
smart phone charging (D-Lights) from RREA stock; charging, testing and
voltage metering before application.
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January

Mai 2015

September
2015

October
2015

-MoU discussed, informal agreement with RREA, EnDev becomes
“Partner”; decisions towards strategizing together and preparing the website
Renewables Liberia.
-second supply of Waka-Waka solar lamps to be donated to Ebola affected
families, for Liberia 2000 pieces, for Sierra Leone 1500 pieces, for Guinea
1500. The distribution in Sierra Leone was done with the Playhouse
Foundation and Barefoot Women College.
-Waka-Waka lamps in Liberia are distributed by EnDev staff and donated to
partners (Sembehill Farmer Association, Welthungerhilfe, International
Medical Corps, Women in Peace Building, Gerlib Clinic and others).
-presentation of Pico PV lamps to German Ministers of Health, of Economic
Cooperation
- WHH receives Pico PV lamps for distribution to Ebola victims
-participation in working sessions with RREA and World Bank on
marketing strategy and approaches
-agreement with RREA that EnDev supports smaller retailers, which cannot
be included in WB program.
EnDev participates as partner in the community outreach in Gbarnga, where
all business people were invited to become retailers;
- procurement of measuring equipment to better monitor and charge Pico
PV batteries and systems.
-EnDev and RREA visit shops of interested retailers in Gbarnga requesting
to be retailers;
-EnDev organized 3 day workshop at EnDev office about Solar Pico PV and
Solar Home Systems (SHS) their maintenance, repair and business models,
presenting information from other countries, reflecting on possibilities for
Liberia to also connect with grid power, boost charging, marketing models,
charging stations in other countries, challenges of installations in remote
areas (roof, roads, security);
Practical training on lamp function and repair. 48 participants: retailers,
private businesses, NGOs, Total, RREA retailers
-Three business persons from Gbarnga received 10 solar lamps to start Pico
businesses and sell solar lamps
-MoU between EnDev and RREA is signed to work together in renewables
and in the field of Pico PV marketing, quality standards, repair and
maintenance – as well as to improve data collection and GIS data base;
-Waka- Waka lamps distributed through Mary’s Meal;
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November
2015

-EnDev monitored sales persons selected in cooperation with RREA with
several phone calls, visit in Gbarnga in February 2016. All three sales
persons from Gbarnga came with all documents, receipts and thus received
donation of 20 more lamps as initial funding.
-Four additional sellers started as sales persons with lamps provided by
EnDev.
-Pico Lamps are donated to several schools in Nimba County to improve
night learning;
as well as to delivery stations for pregnant women
-Lamps provided to the First Lady Initiative and Prosmi as a donation and
introduction to the Guinee market;
-EnDev lamps were distributed in Sierra Leone to several NGOs and a
number of Women´s Colleges for improved learning
-two day workshop (focus on accounting and bookkeeping and procedures
of how to apply for a grant that RREA gives for business development) and
road show in Monrovia for new retailers organized by RREA; EnDev as
collaboration partner (with concluding remarks);
-discussion with Minister of Trade on tax exemption on all solar lamps and
other solar products

December
2015

-EnDev initiates survey of 126 cocoa farmers in Lofa about the lamps they
use, the money they spend on batteries or candles and their interest in solar
lamps

Jan/Feb
2016

-RREA and EnDev jointly meet with RREA retailers, announcement of
extension of WB-project and respective continuation of cooperation.

End of
Ebola crisis -EnDev interviews various retailers, NGOs and solar lamp sales persons
exploring their experiences and perceptions of various marketing and sales
strategies
- intensive Fosera lamp repair – boost charging, different charging rhythms
and frequencies, rust spraying, replacement of different numbers of
batteries, test of platin board in communication with Fosera, identification
of short comings in guarantee mode and specs on battery and their
installation dates
-discussion on PAYG introduction with Playhouse, Fosera, Niwa and others
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March
2016

-preparation of and discussion with retailers, products and sales agents to be
included into joint homepage
-preparation and discussion on creation of solar energy association,
renewable energy association and/or on participation in regional solar
energy association;
- assessment of the Post Ebola Recovery Social Investment Fund (PERSIF)
for the Mano River Union to boost lamp commercialisation through NGOs
and lamp producers.
-identification of suitable NGOs on PERSIF fund application for solar lamp
retail promotion
- identify practical mechanism to help small sales agents to find and agree
with suitable retailers on an equal choice and next location basis a. o.
-clarification on small market potential of solar lamp repair businesses
- creation of decentral solar lamp storage in Nimba– discussion with cocoa
association and cocoa buying business on commercialisation of solar lamps
-TOTAL staff, some trained in EnDev workshop months before, formally
launches Awango solar lamp project in Liberia with strong EnDev
participation.
-exploring options for collaborating with Credit Union and the Credit Union
Association to improve financing
-discussion with UNDP on their support to EnDevs Pico PV marketing in
Liberia
-preparation of lamp repair seminar for June
-exploring options to organize movie nights with lamp selling activity in
rural areas
-expansion of cooperation with more NGOs and other organizations jointly
with RREA to promote commercialisation of Pico PV-systems.

Demand side: Light Situation in Rural Liberia

To gain some insights in the perception of potential customers for solar lamps, some group
discussions were conducted in Bomi, Nimba and Lofa. The selected communities and
participants are not representative for all of the Liberian rural population, yet, their input is
valuable to get some impression about their perceptions.
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Group discussion in Bomi

A group discussion with ten community members in a small community in Bomi county was
conducted to assess current situation and interest in solar lamps. The community members
reported that they use “Chinese lights” with batteries; each Friday a generator runs for a short
time to charge phones.
People wanted to have more light in their community for night classes, and also suggested
that light increases security. It would help people, who are sick or in pain to wait while
arranging for the ambulance to come. People could prepare things for the market, teachers
and farm managers can prepare lessons and reports. Overall, someone said “it will make us
proud”, possibly also attracting good teachers or business people to the small community.

All discussion participants were very interested in Pico PV lights as the Chinese lights
(bought for 50 to 500LD) break down easily, a new one is bought almost each month and the
batteries cost money. A challenge would be to pay for the lamps. They asked if they could be
paid in two instalments, and where they could buy such solar lamps.

Cocoa farmers in Lofa in a solar dryer
maintenance workshop were surveyed about
their sources of lights and interest in solar.

The mayor of Buutuo speaks on a meeting
during which the solar lamps were presented
and discussed with the group.
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Group discussion in Nimba

In Buutuo, Nimba, during a meeting with 56 cocoa farmers and night school teachers, two
models of Pico PV were introduced. The people who currently mostly use lamps with
batteries were highly interested. They considered the price to be high, farmers suggested that
they would like to pay in cocoa. They were impressed when they understood that these lamps
have 2 years warranty and thus provide light with no additional costs. When asked who
would like to have these lamps sold in their communities, almost all of them raised their
hands.

Cocoa farmers in Lofa

In eight communities in Lofa, group interviews were conducted with a total of 132 cocoa
farmers, all of them men. This group interview was done at a workshop for maintenance of
solar cocoa dryers in the community.

Satisfaction with light situation in
the evening
good
23%

bad
76%

okay
1%

The main source of light for the farmers are “Chinese lamps” with batteries. Overall, 122
people used them, 8 people used solar lamps, no one said to use oil lanterns, generators or
candles. For each of these lamps with batteries, the average money spent per week on
batteries is 30LD, adding up to 120LD, thus approximately 1.5USD per month. Even thought
these lamps are cheap, they break down easily and have to be replaced frequently, adding
additional costs to the farmers and their families.
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Source of light
oil lanterns
0%

solar
lamps
6%

candles
0%

generator
0%

battery
lamps
94%

All interviewed farmers expressed strong interest in solar lights, as they perceived that this
would reduce their expenses. In two groups farmers mentioned that the solar lamps are more
durable than the battery lamps. In five of the eight groups, people said they would be willing
and able to pay 35USD for a solar lamp that can charge phones and has 2 years warranty.
Yet, on average farmers would want to spend 13USD on a good solar lamp. When asked
about what else they would wish or suggest to improve their light situation, one group
suggested to increase awareness and knowledge about solar lamps, one group wanted to
receive solar lights, four groups suggested to establish a (solar) light system for their
community in which all could contribute to finance the continuous electricity.

Supply side: solar lamp retailers

The government agency RREA and EnDev collaborated in identifying and empowering solar
lamp retailers, with EnDev additionally and/or particularly asked to care for the ones with
less starting capital where the RREA/WB program has few suitable instruments so far. At a
joint community outreach (“Roadshow with trucks, music and sales by retailers”) from
RREA and EnDev in Gbarnga in May 2015, large and small business people could express
their interests to get into the solar lamp business.
Up to February 2016, there are now 26 Retailers who bought solar lamps in larger quantities
from WB/RREA, many of them are based in Monrovia and provide their sales agents in
various counties with solar lamps on commission. Seven people were empowered with small
businesses and not enough starting capital.
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God Willing Business Center in
Sanniquellie offering solar lamps in a store
with various electronic equipments

Solar lamp retailer Karrus runs the NGO
“Vision awake- Africa for Development”
within a school campus in Paynesville

As well, TOTAL has started to sell three of the same d.light solar lamps in their various gas
stations across Liberia. Moreover, there are other solar lamp products that are often produced
in China, cheaper than the high quality products, often imported from Guinea or Ivory Coast.

Chinese lamps offered on the ground during
market day in Karnplay, Nimba. Among the
lamps are some cheap solar lamps.

Charging solar lamps used by women who
sell food at night on the streets in
Sanniquellie.

To assess experiences, strategies, challenges, wishes and lessons learned, in depth interviews
were conducted with six retailers, five sales agents empowered by EnDev, one sales agent for
an RREA retailer, three persons involved in selling solar lamps in TOTAL gas stations, and
two people selling various lamps including Chinese solar lamps on the markets were
interviewed. Except for four retailers that are based in Monrovia, all interviews took place
outside the Liberian capital, that is in Margibi, Bong, Nimba and Lofa counties.
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Backgrounds of solar lamp retailers and sales agents

Many retailers as well as sales agents are family businesses, or an individual business man or
business woman. Often they sell various other merchandise, e.g. electrical products,
stationary, rubber ware, jewelry of recycled glass. Some retailers are actual NGOs that
entered the solar lamp business to generate funding for their projects or to have it run in
parallel to their NGO. Among the smaller sales agents are also people with less experience in
selling, one is also a nurse, others owns agricultural businesses (exporting cocoa, Moringa
farm).
Many of retailers and sales agents praised the lamps, perceived them as durable and said that
“people love the lights”. Many perceive the selling of solar lamp as a way to improve living
conditions in rural Liberia. They.thus combine a social motivation with business interest. For
instance, one retailer said: “I help my people by selling solar lamps. Even though we make
money, it is most beneficial to all of us”.

Ma Bendu Varkpeh embraced the
opportunity to sell solar lamps on her
market stand in Gbarnga, Bong.

Benjamin K. Zahn has a Moringa farm and
started selling solar lamps to employees of a
rubber and cocoa cooperative in Nimba.

Marketing and Sales strategies

Most of the interviewed sales persons used direct marketing strategies, thus exposing their
lamps, talking to people. Few had leaflets that they distribute. Billboards are mostly only to
indicate where there shop is, sometimes including solar lamp publicity. The only large
posters for solar lamps are in front of Total gas stations in Monrovia.

The promotion of solar lamps in radio and roadshow (done by RREA and EnDev) was
perceived as having helped to create interest. However, the timing is important, as during the
roadshow before Christmas people had no money to buy solar lamps due to their Christmas
expenses.
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Many of the retailers sell in their shops, and also travel to reach to various counties, then
partnering or having sales agents who mostly receive the lamps on commission. One retailer
also described that e.g. he gives 200USD worth in lamp to a shop in Kakata, then collect
8USD every month until the 200USD reached. Most customers are individuals, few are
organisations.
A promising sales strategy seems to be targeting working people, e.g. to work with
companies that deduct the costs of the lamps from the salaries of employees who expressed
their interest in the lamps and these payment models.

Some persons collaborate with NGOs to carry the lamps along to project area, with farmers
and agriculture projects, sometimes giving them out on credit to people trusted in their small
communities. Retailers who also have an NGO combine projects, e.g. sponsor persons who
survived Ebola to become sales agents for solar lamps.

Due to the lack of cash, people like to pay in instalments, e.g. up to three instalments. Due to
bad experiences of customers failing to pay, others decided not to give out on instalments
unless people are very close and trusted.

Among the seven small business persons empowered by EnDev, four mainly put the lamps in
their shops or their market stands. One on the retailers went to clinics and places where
people work, so when she gives out the lamps on a first instalment, she has some guarantee
that she will get all the money. Another one of the sales agents also runs an NGO involved in
a Community Livelihood investment project in three districts in Bong, reaching 450 rural
community members, so he was considering using this opportunity to present and sell the
lamps in the villages.
Another sales agent approached employees of Cocoa and Rubber farmer cooperatives. The
employees, the manager and the sales agent agreed that the persons who received the lamps
would pay by a deduction of the cost for the lamp from their salaries.

Finally, one of the sales agents exports cocoa and works with cocoa farmers in the border
area to Ivory Coast, supporting them to organize the farmers union and moving towards
certification. He presented the lamps on a meeting with farmers, and suggested to establish a
system with women applying and then being selected as sales agents in the communities and
suggested that farmers could be allowed to pay in cocoa.
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A poster with solar lamps in front of the
retailer Jerrut Enterprise shop in
Paynesville

The mayor of Buutuo speaks on a meeting
during which the solar lamps were presented
and discussed with the group.

Challenges

Most challenges of both retailers and sales agents clustered around transportation costs,
reaching customers who are able and willing to pay and difficulties of their customers to pay
cash at once. Mostly, commercial cars or motorbikes are used for transportation. A retailer
talked about how expensive it is to sell in River Cess county due to transportation costs, and
that “there is hardly any commercial transportation, you have to use motorbike, far distances,
6 or 7 hours to reach”. described that some of her lamps were broken while transported by a
commercial car.

Other points that were mentioned were the paperwork with the warranty cards that is
sometimes forgotten. Also, there are Chinese solar lamps on the market that are cheaper and
“people don’t know the difference between Chinese lamp (100LD) and our solar lamps”. One
retailer complained “The Chinese polluted the market.”
For retailers, pre-financing of lamps, complicated procedures and long distances to get the
products in Monrovia as well as finding reliable

sales agents are challenges. They mostly give out lamps on commission and it takes time until
they get the money back. “for some it takes 2 or 3 months”.
Most retailers and sales agents focus on few selected different models of solar lamps,
especially when going in the remote areas. The d.light S300 seems popular, yet, some also
had been approached by business people for bigger lamp systems.
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What could be alternative sales strategies?

To address the key challenge of lack of cash in communities, retailers were invited to reflect
on ways how a way to “pay your solar lamp small small” could work, e.g., by establishing
structures in the communities that guarantee for collecting the cash to pay instalments. In the
sense of “co-creation” of the Design Thinking approach, a visual aid was used (see appendix)
to encourage interviewees to reflect on possibilities.

Most retailers liked the idea to find a system that allows rural customers to pay in very small
instalments. They stressed that such an approach would need good leadership structure in the
community. Trust and control mechanisms work better in remote communities, not in cities It
is important to sensitize people during the community entry and include respected authorities,
e.g., pastor, teacher, midwife, chief, quarter chief.
Also of help for rural customers are strategies that allow to pay in goods, or to pay small
amounts every market day. Another approach is to collaborate with Village Savings
association (VSA). EnDev is in communication with some and their Head Offices.

One retailer suggested take time to discuss with the communities and have people tell how
many dollars they spend on kerosene or fuel or candles. Then they can put up a box and
continue to put this amount of money in the box while starting to use the solar lamp. The
money in the box is then given to pay for the instalments of the light.

Wishes

When asked what kind of support would be helpful, solar lamp retailers mostly mentioned
support in transportation (e.g., getting a motorbike, assistance by NGOs), and marketing
campaigns or products (backpacks, caps, T-Shirts, stationary, radio advertisement, bill
boards).

Other wishes that came up were outlets to get lamps in Paynesville and Gbarnga, support for
their office material (printer, laptop), information and support from NGOs for finding
customers in far off communities, help to repair lamps (if the plastic is broken).

One retailer wished that the prices could be cheaper to make the lamps more affordable for
the rural customers. Another wish that came up several times was to better connect with other
solar lamp retailers, which would be helpful to support each other and sell more lamps.
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Lessons learned

Currently, the market for solar lamps seems very small in Liberia, yet the need for lamps and
the potential to develop the market are there. The assessments described in this report
gathered some insights from the demand and supply sides of the market. As they were not
representative, a systematic market analysis should complement them. Such an endeavour is
planned by RREA. Nevertheless, some lessons learned can be summarized leading to
recommendations for the way forward.
The assessments of the demand side included listening to community members as well as
getting feedback of solar lamp retailers about their customers. Many people who mostly live
on farming currently spend money on cheap lamps that often break and need to be replaced,
and batteries that add up to around 1.5USD per month. Many people had not heard about
solar lamps, or had no idea where they could get them.

Many persons were interested in the lamps, but not many were able and/or willing to pay,
finding the price for the lamp (35USD) rather high. There was a high interest to buy in
instalments. However, some customers did not pay all instalments to the sales agents and
could not be reached. Overall, People enjoy the lamp with the phone charging option and not
paying for batteries anymore, which is a big advantage for those who have small businesses
or students who study at night

On the supply side, RREA retailers need trustworthy sales agents that can reach remote areas,
The business people who had become solar lamp retailers or sales agents had put in effort and
appreciated this opportunity. The sales persons were interested in selling solar lamps, even if
they were selling something else. Most of them were not used to formal book keeping or
documentation.

Concerning marketing and Selling, transportation costs were high when going to remote
areas. Selling was slow, there were few ideas concerning marketing and sales strategies, more
support would be helpful. Selling on the market on instalments was too risky, as some people
never paid the full price. More promising seemed the strategy to target people with an
employment at their employment site and arrange a payment scheme that is suitable for all
involved.
Overall, to increase access to solar lamps more effort seem necessary with public relation,
marketing and sales strategies. Also, increased awareness, knowledge, skills contribute to
success in solar lamp retailing for RREA, solar lamp retailers, sales agents and others.

Retailers are interested in a network to support each other. Such an association could also
help to create synergies for transportation, storage, marketing. Book keeping and
documentation is perceived as weak point in most retailers. To empower small sales agents to
increase sales needs time, strategizing and monitoring. People lack awareness about solar
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lamps, where to get them and differences to cheaper Chinese solar lamps. Payment in
instalments might be key to rapidly increasing sales.

EnDev strategies towards market development

Based on the assessments and considerations about how to develop the pico PV maket (see
appendix), criteria were formulated that should be fulfilled by any EnDev strategy. Table 2
summarizes these criteria.
Goals

Table 2: Criteria for EnDev’s way forward with PicoPV
-

Characteristics

-

Principles that
should be considered

-

What should be
avoided

Constraints

A sustainable Liberian Pico PV market without direct EnDev
involvement
Continuous product delivery, Business continuity
A product that meets the financial capacity of the target group
Customer satisfaction
Close collaboration with RREA
Focus on added value that EnDev cn bring in
Synergies with Website, Marketing for RFPs and solar installation
team
Everyone involved should benefit
Consumers should enjoy the products
Feasible to be planned and then done accordingly
Sustainable
Reaching Rural Liberia
Creating fair condition

RREA or their retailers perceiving EnDev as competition
Ideas that are communicated and started and then stopped in the middle
Disappointments due to expectations that are not fulfilled
Persons pretending to wish to sell or buy, then disappearing with lamps
without paying
Exploitation of sales agents or sellers
EnDev has limited HR for solar lamps
A huge quantity of lamps should be on the market soon
Limited budget
Solar lamps should not be donated to individuals or businesses.
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The following activities were identified as possible steps to move forward:
-

Support with awareness creating marketing strategies, e.g., movie, website, radio,
flyer with contacts, spreading all contact points for solar lamps to NGOs
Explore and compare various “pay small small strategies” for payments in
instalments , pay as you go system

Expand the empowering of small business people by inviting NGOs to help with job
creations
Promote an association with mutual support and stores outside of Monrovia

Empower retailers and sales agents to repair solar lamps, especially if d.light S300

A brainstorming and discussion session with the EnDev solar lamp team led to the
development of four “Napkin pitches”, thus shortly sketched concepts for further
explorations. All of these strategies were further explored and refined by examining their
assumptions (for an example see appendix). This led to various changes.

Table 3 gives an overview of the names of these strategies, the Appendix includes the
“napkin pitches” of the refined versions that will also be outlined below. Also, a theory of
change was developed.
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Table 3 First and refined names of strategies
Name of first draft

Name of refined version

Let many try to find best way forward

NGOs empower sales agents and find best
practices

Strengthen retailers and their sales agents

Strengthen retailers and sales agents in
marketing

Focus on Information and Knowledge

Information and Knowledge sharing

“Solar Union” - Forming an Association

“Renewables Liberia” - Promoting an
Association

NGOs empower sales agents and find best practices

EnDev invites NGOs to suggest target groups and sales strategies for their area(s) of
operation to empower persons to become solar lamp sales agents. Those who apply with a
convincing strategy receive the starting capital of up to 100 solar lamps (maximum of 10
lamps per suggested sales agent) as a donation.

NGOs are expected to monitor and support the sales agents, report on their marketing and
sales strategies as well as sales numbers. Also, they will connect with an RREA retailer of
their choice (or become RREA retailer themselves) to ensure continuous supply and repairs.

EnDev will compile the lessons learned of all NGOs, retailers and sales agents to summarize
and share successful strategies.

Strengthen retailers and sales agents in marketing

EnDev in collaboration with solar lamp retailers and NGOs develops up to three marketing
strategies , e.g. Flyers with all contact information, a radio show featuring solar lamps, a cost
efficient way of using solar energy to show movies and publicity in rural communities. Such
movies with publicity have been very successful in other countries and might be appreciated
in Liberia, too.
Solar lamp retailers, sales agents and NGOs can contribute to the implementation and testing
of these marketing strategies.
EnDev will ensure proper documentation and evaluation of the strategies and share lessons
learned. EnDev focuses on gathering, generating, sharing and distributing information and
Increasing knowledge, skills and synergies
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Information and Knowledge sharing

EnDev focuses on gathering, generating, sharing and distributing information and knowledge,
connecting product or service providers with customers, enhancing quality and facilitating
market development.
This is done by exploring microfinance options, institutionalizing a solar technician
qualification, adapting the app to gather relevant information and the Renewables Liberia
website to accommodate needs and wishes of solar retailers.

When a specific need for technical expertise is detected (e.g. for qualifying solar technician
teachers or for solar lamp retailers business development), EnDev provides experts. For
instance, there will be a workshop for solar lamp repair.

“Renewables Liberia” - Promoting an Association

Solar lamp retailers and sales agents are encouraged to form an association that will promote
the solar sector, lobby for solar energy friendly policies and connect all involved to support
each other.
The association could be built up over the next years, consisting mainly of regular meetings,
knowledge exchange and finally also few staff and a warehouse outside Monrovia to import
and distribute solar products.

This should create synergies for marketing, importing lamps, create awareness about products
and opportunities, control quality, repair lamps and connect customers with service providers.
The solar lamp retailers in this association could gradually take over the activities that are
currently done by RREA and EnDev.

Summary of EnDev strategic objectives and activities

After reflecting on experiences and lessons learned as well as insights from rural community
members and solar lamp retailers and sales agents, four strategies were developed that EnDev
will implement within the next months. Table 4 shows how all four strategies contribute
towards achieving the three strategic objectives.
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Table 4: How the four EnDev strategies will lead to achieving the three strategic objectives
EnDev
Improving marketing
Increasing knowledge,
Empowering more
objectives
skills and synergies to
people to successfully and sales strategies to
EnDev
increase
access
to
improve solar lamp
sell solar lamps
strategies
solar lamps
sales and repairs
NGOs empower sales
agents and find best
practices
Strengthen retailers
and sales agents in
marketing

Supported by various
NGOs, at least 50
persons start selling
solar lamps
Retailers & sales
agents are empowered
to use marketing
strategies

Information and
Knowledge sharing

Retailers & sales
agents are encouraged
to use the website for
their needs

“Renewables Liberia”
- Promoting an
Association

The association will
empower by storing
lamps outside of
Monrovia, import,
create synergies

At least four different
sales strategies are
implemented and
documented
At least three different
marketing strategies
(e.g, Flyers, Radio
show, Solar Movies
with publicity) are
implemented and
evaluated
Facilitate that rural
Credit Union includes
solar lamps as
products
Retailers & sales
agents can jointly plan
marketing campaigns

EnDev will compile
and share a report
about lessons learned
EnDev will compile
and share a report
about implementing
different marketing
strategies
Information and
contact information of
retailers& sales agents
are shared on website,
Solar lamp repair
workshop
Meetings of the
association are
platforms to exchange
best practices and
support each other

Table 5 summarizes the strategic objectives and the activities that will be done within the
four strategies as steps forward towards a sustainable Solar lamp market in Liberia.
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Table 5: EnDev strategic objectives, completed and planned activities between September 2015 and
December 2016
Strategic
objectives

Sep 2015-March
2016

March - May 2016 June -October 2016 NovemberDecember 2016

Empowered
small
business
people sell
solar lamps
and
generate
income

Empower at least 6
persons with small
businesses to start
selling solar lamps.
Connect them with
RREA retailers

Identify NGOs that
want to empower at
least 25 persons to
start selling solar
lamps in rural
Liberia.

Ensure that NGOs
monitor and
document strategies
and sales of new
sales agents

Collect and discuss
experiences and
ideas, develop
suggestions to
reach more people
in more remote
areas

Support developing
and testing of
prototypes of
innovative
strategies

Increased
awareness
knowledge,
skills
contribute
to success in
solar lamp
retailing.

Solar lamp repair
workshops,
consulting RREA,
developing website

Publish and share
list with contacts of
all retailers and
sales agents,
support formation
of solar association

Monitor and support
(if necessary)
implementation of
various marketing
and sales strategies
as well as
assessments of their
success.

Marketing
and sales
strategies
increase
access to
solar lamps,
especially in
rural areas

Workshop about
solar lamp repair,
possibly support for
marketing or other
activities of RREA
retailers

In collaboration
with partners,
compile amount of
sales, generated
income, impact
and various
marketing and
sales strategies as
well as lessons
learned and
recommendations.
Plan next steps.

Publish and
discuss report.
Regularly update
website,
collaborate with
RREA, plan next
steps
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Appendix

Assessment form used for group interviews in Lofa
Community: ________________

Date______________________

No of people in the group________________ men: ____ women____

1. Are you satisfied with the situation of the light that you have in the evening?

Yes, it is good

It is okay

No, it is bad

2. What do you use for light?
Oil lantern

Number of
persons

Lights
Solar
with
lamp
batteries

Not using
much light in
the evening

Generatorcandles other

Money spent
on it per
week

If “other”, what is it?

3. If you use solar lights, which ones? What are the experiences?

Good

It is okay

Bad

4. Would you be interested in solar lights?

Yes

no

5. Why yes? Why no?
6. Would you be willing and able to pay 35USD for the solar light that can charge
phones and has 2 years warranty?

Yes

no

7. How much would you be willing and able to pay for a smaller good solar light?

8. Do you have any other ideas how the lightening situation can be improved for you?
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Building a sustainable Liberian Pico PV market
1. Why PV lanterns uptake remains low? because of
-

Low quality => Discredit the entire technology
No consumer knowledge of the product and its benefits => No demand
People are afraid of new technologies
Missing sales infrastructure
No repair/replacement structure
Missing warranty mechanisms
Limited of financial capacities of importers and retailers => No regular
product supply
- Lack of retailer skills

2. The Value chain

3. Overall objectives
-

An sustainable Liberian Pico PV market
Continuous product delivery
Business continuity
Longevity of the project
A product that meets the financial capacity of the target group

4. Key sustainability criteria to reach objective
4.1 The product:
-

Easy and safe
Minimise environmental harm (material)
Lighting Africa certification
Good battery quality (main hazard for environment and product failure)
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- Avoid subsidies and assure that the product makes profit along the value
chain, covers all costs and meets financial capacities of end-consumer
4.2 The product enabling structure:

- Supplier, retailer and end-user need reliable access to finances
E.g. suppliers offer products on credit to retailers, therefore he can
introduce conditions for suppliers (purchase of certified products, product
return and facilitation of repair)
- Retailers needs business skills and ability to effectively sell the product
- End-user has continuous access to products: effective supply and
distribution network
- Functional replacement and repair service
- Include support infrastructure into the product price

4.5 Support structure:

- Access to repair or replacement at each stage along the value chain
Local repair: tool kit, spare parts, graphical repair manual, allow local
dis/assembly (requires large upfront capital investment). Especially
important when warranty structure doesn’t work.
-

Graphical manuals, training guides
Functional warranty relies on good distribution network
Establish where lies the responsibility of warranty
A standardised return system
In-country assembly/disassembly

- Global Marketing campaign to raise mass awareness with donor and
government funds
- Smaller awareness and demonstration campaigns by brand owners

5. The 5 Main tasks

1. Raising awareness for certification and creating market reassurance
2. Introducing support mechanisms to facilitate local repair

3. Using existing supply channels and establishing in-country (dis)assembly
4. Introducing financial support mechanisms at product supply stages
5. Undertaking marketing campaign
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Story board to brainstorm with retailers about sales strategies
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Four concepts to move forward

1. NGOs empower sales agents and find best practices

The Idea
EnDev invites NGOs to suggest target groups and
sales strategies for their area(s) of operation to
empower persons to become solar lamp sales
agents. Those who apply with a convincing
strategy receive the starting capital of up to 100
solar lamps (maximum of 10 lamps per suggested
sales agent) as a donation.
NGOs are expected to monitor and support the
sales agents, report on their marketing and sales
strategies as well as sales numbers. Also, they
will connect with an RREA retailer of their choice
(or become RREA retailer themselves) to ensure
continuous supply and repairs.
EnDev will compile the lessons learned of all
NGOs, retailers and sales agents to summarize
and share successful strategies.

Execution
Define minimum criteria that NGOs have to fulfil
to implement their suggested strategy. Publish
Tender and Invite NGOs and local organisations
(e.g., Yocel, Mary’s Meals, Student Union, cocoa
cooperatives....) to identify business persons in
rural Liberia who are interested to sell solar
lamps.
After three months invite the most successful
sales agents and the NGO that identified them to
workshop for developing way forward. The NGO
can become EnDev’s impact partner
collaborating also in marketing campaigns.

Needs and Benefits
Currently, there are not enough people
selling solar lamps, and no strategy
identified that are successful for selling
them.
Community NGOs are interested in
improving living conditions and know
people and dynamics in larger and
smaller communities of their area.
By giving many people the chance to
find creative ways to find customers
and sell, strategies can be generated
and tested.

Learning from these experiences can
inform how EnDev can further
contribute to build a market.

If many people participate, chances are
good that some of them will establish
themselves to continue selling solar
lamps.
Rationale
The retailers that RREA is recruiting
need to have a large starting capital.

EnDev has around 700 lamps that
should be given out quickly. By
involving community organisation with
a knowledge of persons who might
have ideas, motivation and potential,
but not enough starting capital, EnDev
can help to increase numbers of
persons sellers and learn about various
strategies, challenges and solutions for
selling the lamps.

Risks
By relying on small NGOs and many possibly less experienced SBE, many lamps might
disappear. Monitoring can be challenging.
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2. Strengthen retailers and sales agents in marketing

The Idea
EnDev in collaboration with solar lamp retailers
and NGOs develops up to three marketing
strategies , e.g.
- Flyers with all contact information
- Radio show featuring solar lamps
- a cost efficient way of using solar
energy to show movies and publicity in
rural communities.

Needs and Benefits
Most of the current retailers that bought
from RREA have not been successful in
selling large quantities of lamps. They do
not yet reach in all Liberian counties.

Execution
Interview all retailers about their sales agents,
marketing experiences and wishes, current
structures and wishes to expand and find sales
agents.

Rationale
By working closely with RREA and
retailers, EnDev can test out different
marketing strategies while at the same
time supportting them as well as their
sales agents to increase sales.

Little is known which marketing strategy
works best for rural Liberia. Movie nights
have been very successful in other
countries with similar contexts.

Solar lamp retailers, sales agents and NGOs can
contribute to the implementation and testing
RREA provides businsess development
of these marketing strategies.
grants that could be used by retailers to
train new sales agents and improve
EnDev will ensure proper documentation and
marketing.
evaluation of the strategies and share lessons
learned.

Based on the needs and wishes expressed by
the retailers, at least three marketing
strategies (e.g., flyer, radio show, village
movies) will be developed and implemented
together with retailers and sales agents.

The implementation of the marketing
strategies will be documented and – if possible
– evaluated to come to recommendations that
will be shared on the website.

EnDev expertise for solar power can be
used for innovative strategies (e.g. solar
powered movie shows on villages).
Identifying strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities in the current system of
marketing can help to better taylor
activities to needs and wishes of those
involved.

Risks
Retailers and sales agents have to become actively involved, understand the importance
of investing time and money in marketing and continue with successful strategies on their
own.
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3. Information and Knowledge sharing

The Idea
EnDev focuses on gathering, generating, sharing
and distributing information and knowledge,
connecting product or service providers with
customers, enhancing quality and facilitating
market development.

This is done by exploring microfinance options,
institutionalizing a solar technician qualification,
adapting the app to gather relevant information
and the Renewables Liberia website to
accommodate needs and wishes of solar
retailers.

When a specific need for technical expertise is
detected (e.g. for qualifying solar technician
teachers or for solar lamp retailers business
development), EnDev provides experts. For
instance, there will be a workshop for solar lamp
repair.

Execution
Explore microfinance options (susu, saving clubs,
Credit union etc. ) for solar lamps and business
development and provides information of
options.
Collaborate with institutions (also outside
Monrovia) to develop curriculum and
examinations to qualify electricians to become
solar technicians, able to install, control, repair
solar panels and repair solar lamps.

Needs and Benefits
Financing options, Lack of knowledge
or lack of connections are key barriers
for entrepreneurs to develop a
business, or for customers to buy solar
lamps.
RREA is already interacting with
retailers who establish sales agents.

By systematically gathering and
generating knowledge which will then
be made accessible, EnDev could
prevent mistakes to be repeaten,
improve learning, enhance quality,
create a culture of learning, knowledge
exchange and improving standards.

Rationale
EnDev’s strengths are strategic and
technical expertise and knowledge and
the flexibility to organize high quality
assessments an/or trainings that could
range from solar product details to
marketing or business development.

EnDev could collaborate with RREA and
retailers for assessing their
experiences, needs, wishes , adapting
the EnDev App to capture knowledge
Further develop assessment apps and website to gaps and needs.
inform about strength, weaknesses, lessons
learned and upcoming activities.
Organize trainings tailored to specific needs, e.g.
about solar lamp repair.

Risks
To gain momentum, substantial effort has to be put into making the website known in
Liberia. Due to bad internet connections, alternative information channels e.g. (text
messages, meetings) should be used to share knowledge and information with retailers
and sales agents
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4. “Renewables Liberia” - Promoting an Association

The Plan
EnDev, RREA, solar technicians, and solar lamp
retailers form an association or “Solar Union”
that will promote quality standards, information
exchange, and sustainable structures for solar
products, product enabling and support
structures.
The association could be built up over the next
years, consisting mainly of regular meetings,
knowledge exchange and finally also few staff
and a warehouse outside Monrovia to import
and distribute solar products.

Needs and Benefits
Currently, RREA and EnDev facilitate
market development. However, the
aim is to hand over to the private
sector. The association could be the
exit strategy.

There are very few retailers with large
capital and many SBEs that would not
be able to buy large quantities of stock.

A solar association could help the
retailers to create synergies for
marketing, import lamps, create
The main aims of the association that could be
awareness about products and
closely connected with the Renewables Liberia
opportunities, control quality, repair
Website, is to promote the solar sector, lobby for lamps and connect customers with
solar energy friendly policies and connect all
service providers.
involved to support each other.
There is a demand in the private and
business sector for solar panel
installations. A solar Association could
also enhance quality standards to
ensure positive experiences with solar.
Execution
Starting with regular meetings for all involved in
the solar sector, EnDev and RREA invite ideas and
wishes how the association should be structured.
Gradually, the association can be formalized and
take over services currently provided by EnDev
and RREA, e.g. import and distribution of solar
lamps.

Rationale
Involving all actors in the solar sector
can increase the chances of finding
feasible and sustainable ways to
promote solar energy technologies.
The association can also empower
smaller sales agents to reduce their
dependencies from larger retailers.
EnDev and RREA are in the ideal
positions to shape the platform on
which a solar association could become
the voice for solar energy technologies.

Risks
Wasting money on meetings with no tangible results, individuals dominating the
association for their own benefits.
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Assumptition testing

Assumption
People in the rural communities
- Are interested in these lamps
-

are willing to organize themselves to ensure
payments
- will pay complete price for the lamps in small
installments
Sales agents
- Will show the products and have the
community discuss realistic payment options
- give out all lamps to the people in the
community
-

will be able to cover transportation

-

will buy new lamps from the money
generated
Retailers
- Will offer their agents fair conditions
- Will deliver more lamps when needed
- Will replace broken lamps

NGOs
- Identify suitable sales agents
- Help to develop functioning sales and
marketing strategies
- Monitors sales agents and retailers
EnDev
- Will provide enough lamps to get the model
started
-

Will monitor the process to ensure fair
conditions
Will receive the information of lamps sold etc

Data

How to ensure

Lofa, Bomi
assessments
Experience with
communities
Cannot know

Pre assessment

Report of preassessment
Monitoring cards,
check phone calls
Information about
prices, profits,
numbers
Sales of retailer

Pre assessment
Discussion with
community
Give guide line,
check list
Be clear about
calling, controling,
penalty in contract
if not done as
agreed
Discuss with NGOs,
meet at market
Make it part of
agreement

Book keeping of sales
agents and retailers,
no complaints

Agree in detail on
conditions and
check, total
transparancy

Clear criteria, list
Sales numbers

Should apply with
clear strategy likely
to work out

Monthly reports
Findings from EnDev
pilot with seven sales
agents
Contracts between
sales agents and
NGOs or retailers
Receipts from sales
angets (or app?)

Donate lamps to
small NGOs that
pass them on to
sales agents
Follow-up calls to
sales agents
Demand monthly
reports
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Call for project proposals from NGOs or cooperatives

Solar lamps with cell phone charger could help improve living conditions of people in rural
Liberia, while creating income for those who sell them. However, awareness and trustworthy
sales agents who reach remote areas are needed. Also, people in rural areas often have not
enough cash to pay the full price at once.
Energizing Development (EnDev) in collaboration with Rural and Renewable Energy
Agency (RREA) aims to promote a market for Pico PV solar lamps that have two years
warranty. EnDev looks for NGOs, cooperatives or associations that are legal not for profit
entities active outside of Monrovia interested to
-

support Liberians in the counties to start selling solar lamps
identify and document successful marketing and sales strategies for solar lamps

EnDev offers to donate 60 to 100 solar lamps to the NGO for passing them on as starting
capital for people who want to generate income by selling these lamps. After successfully
selling of these lamps, further supplies of lamps can be bought from retailers.

Interested NGOs, cooperatives or associations should apply before March 28, 2015 by email
to Stephen.mulbah@giz.de and provide
-

Basic information about themselves, area of operation, past projects
Copy of registration as legal entity
Outline of project: where will the lamps be given to whom, how will they sell the
lamps, how will they be supported?

EnDev Liberia - Energising Development Program
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH
Adjacent to Chinese Embassy
Old Congo Town Road, Congo Town
Monrovia; Liberia
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